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We investigate the behaviour of epitaxial sputtered ferroelectric thin films with uniform lattice 
orientation for the design of nano-generators to convert mechanical into electrical energy. Therefore, 
we use a phase field model to simulate the domain topology. For the efficiency of the generator, it is 
important to consider an appropriate substrate layer to pre-stresses the ferroelectric material. Further, 
the BaTiO3 film needs a structured field of top electrodes. Both, pre-stress and structured electrodes 
enforce a domain topology which allows for energy conversion. 
Alternating interfacial strain between the substrate and the ferroelectric, e.g. by bending the substrate, 
leads to alternating domain configurations. Thus, opposite surface charges between the electrodes  
generate an electric flux. Due to the mechanical cycle load there is need for an electrical circuit to 
transform single-phase alternating current into co-current flow. It is essential to store the generated 
electric energy within an accumulator or capacitor. However, the contact and charge status of the 
electric storage medium strongly influences the performance of the generator.  
We numerically couple the phase field model to a standard full-wave rectifier and a capacitor. Non-
linear diode characteristics as well as energy losses are under consideration. The amount and the type 
of connections within the harvesting field are discussed to bridge from the nano-scale to electrical 
quantities for microelectronics. Naturally, the generators exhibit a favourable working point. The 
numerical simulation considers an electro-mechanical phase-field model with polarization as state 
variable. The complex boundary conditions can be considered within a finite element formulation. An 
enhanced numerical algorithm is required to handle the coupling. 
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